BUILDING CAPACITY - BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS - BUILDING A FUTURE
AUGUST 5-8: JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA

SUNDAY, AUGUST 5: Arrive in Johannesburg!
20:00 Welcome Dinner

MONDAY, AUGUST 6: Introductions & Progression of Good Deeds Day
07:00-08:00 Breakfast at Capital Empire Hotel
08:30-10:30 Welcome and Introduction to GDD 2018
10:30-10:50 Rapid Fire quick talks: Alfred R./Anderson B./Mumo N./Fernando F.
11:00-12:15 We’re Here for You: The GDD Network, Resources, Using Social Media
12:15-14:00 Lunch & Meet & Mingling
14:00-15:00 Panel 1: Mobilizing as a Country
15:00-15:15 Rapid Fire Quick Talks: Yona K./Elizabeth B./Ben M.
15:15-16:35 Panel 2: Future of CSR & How Discovery Builds Sustainable Communities
16:35-16:50 Rapid Fire Quick Talks: Nirmal B./Archimede S.
17:00-18:30 Regroup at Hotel + Departing for Reception (formal attire)
19:00 Reception at the Nelson Mandela Foundation

TUESDAY, AUGUST 7: Building Capacity and Partnerships
07:00-08:00 Breakfast at Capital Empire Hotel
08:30-09:30 SBI: Working With Local Communities
09:30-09:45 Rapid Fire Quick Talks: Margaret T./Olawale D.
09:45-10:45 Panel 3: Building Sustainable Partnerships
11:15-11:30 Rapid Fire Quick Talks: John S./Kokou E./Auldridge C.
11:30-12:30 Panel 4: GDD and the SDGs
12:30-13:45 Lunch & Meet & Mingling
13:45-14:45 Panel 5: Working With the Government
14:45-15:45 Panel 6: Mechanics of Planning GDD Activities
15:45-16:20 Break + Rapid Fire Quick Talks: Geoffrey S./Kingsley A./Jockus C./Jacobs L.
16:20-18:00 Your GDD Vision, Challenges and Solutions + Wrap Up!
18:30-22:00 Orbit Jazz Club Closing Celebration

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 8: Reflections
07:00-09:00 Breakfast at Capital Empire Hotel
09:00-12:30 1:1 and Country Meetings

The Conference will take place at Discovery HQ: 1 Discovery Place, Sandton, Johannesburg, South Africa